
Based in Urbana,
Illinois, the art-

ist Adrian Gottlieb

(b. 1975) has been

highly regarded in

the world ofcontemporary real-

ism for almost two decades. He

is best known for his丘gurative

pieces and portraiture, both

official and personal, and is also

admired for an uncamy ability

to integrate radiant丘gures into

realistic landscapes. awo new
examples of this expertise are

illustrated on page 106.)

Gottlieb often works

directly from the live model,

as well as from images taken

during photoshoots he directs.

What comes o任his easel are

PeOPle who are luminous 「

many seem to glow from within

- and replete with both pur-

POSe and poise. Gottlieb likes to

quote the story of Rembrandt’s

student asking how the master

knew when a paintingwas com-

Plete. He was told to recall the

vision he had when he began

the piece. When that vision was

fulfilled, the painting was丘n-

ished, Seeking to create what

he calls a “total experience,”

Gottlieb’s portraits are notably

insightful, bringing us doser

to the sitter through a height-

ened awareness of that person’s

hum an ity.
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Bom and raised in Vermont, Gottlieb loved oil

Painting and realism from early on, but寅〕und that the

basic skills he wanted to leam were not being taught

at Camegie-Me1lon university in Pittsburgh, Where

he had enro11ed as an undergraduate. Soon he trans-

ferred to the B.F.A. program in illustration at New

York’s Rochester Institute of TechnoIogy, Where his

drawing ski11s improved quickly. In addition to inde-

Pendent study in anatomical drawing, Gottlieb spent

three consecutive summers in FIorence leaming Old

Master painting techniques with charles H. Cecil and

Nicholas Beer. After this he pursued three years of

graduate study at the Florence Academy ofArt.

Gottlieb the皿moved to California to teach at the

Los Angeles Academy of Figurative Art, after which he

instructed workshop groups in his own studio for 15

years. Now he lives in Urbana, WOrkingwith models, eXe-

Cuting portrait commis sions, and teaching workshops.

STEP BY STEP

Like many artists, Gottlieb carefully documents each

Stage Of his process. Fresh off his easel is the superb

two〇五gure painting Dua拒y, and now he has kindly

Shared a sequence of lO photographs with Fi71e Art

Co競れoisse即so that we can better appreciate how he

developed it. The commentaries here are in Gottlieb’s

OWn WOrds, and they underscore how purposeful an

artist must be as he or she moves through the work-

1ng PrOCeSS・

Next time you encounter a painting as well made as

Adrian Gottlieb’s DIZa硬w pause to consider how much

thought and effort went into bringing it to completion. o
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